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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Clear the way for children at "A pè ta Mont"

Fuciade, in the area of Soraga, can be reached from
S.Pellegrino along a short walk (40 min) or by bus
(against payment). Reached the hollow, we find 7
between huts and stands offering refreshments. At 10.00
a.m. a Mass will be celebrated in the small church.

The magic place is ready: wide places to run,
meadows, flowers and hay to have fun. But "A
pè ta Mont" (Barefoot among the grazing), today
at 9.00 a.m., in the wonderful hollow of Fuciade
on San Pellegrino, there will be also the
workshops to play: "Piccolo casaro" (10.00
a.m.; € 3.00), learning the tricks of cheese
making with the experts of Caseificio Sociale Val
di Fassa, and "Piccolo chef" to cook "Il mio
canederlo", the traditional knödel (2.30 p.m.; €
3.00). But naturally the festival, among ancient
knowledges and alpine flavours, reserves many
gastronomic surprises for everybody, from the
most refined to the most typical dishes, the folk
music by "Tirolerstolz", "Die Verspielten" and
"Haderkrainer" and even the representation of
ancient professions, linked to the haymaking.

Mountain songs
Campitello di Fassa
9.00 p.m. – Events pavilion, Ischia. Valfassa choir in
concert, proposing mountain and traditional folk
songs. The group is composed by 34 members from
all the villages of the valley and some, included the
director Stefano Vaia, that come from the near Val di
Fiemme.

The craftsmanship market
Pozza di Fassa
All day long – Elementary school square, Strada di
Bagnes street. Shopping among the stands
exposing different kinds of craftsmanship products.

Let’s dance!
Vigo di Fassa

Amazing hikes

Passepartout

9.00 p.m. - Piaz de Vich square. Ballroom dances by
"Marco e Gianni" are the pleasant break of the
introduction to the village programme of the events.

From Canazei to Val Duron

And if we were the animals?

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

This "Amazing hike" starts from the centre of
Canazei: follow Via Roma street to the area
called Ciuch and here go up along Strèda F.
Dantone street, leading to Strèda Dolomites
street. Follow the pavement towards Campitello,
till Hotel Caminetto: here cross the street, reach
the hotel and take the path ascending slightly to
"Bosch da Ronch" wood. The trail keeps
ascending till it comes to the hairpin bends that
lead to Pian, over Campitello. Follow the street
crossing this picturesque hamlet and take the
path beginning from Strèda de Fossèl street.
Walk until Baita Fraine, in Val Duron. From here,
you can reach Rifugio Micheluzzi. To go back,
walk along the same route or descend the forest
road leading to Campitello and on the nice walk
along the Avisio river, come back to Canazei (3
hrs.).

Squirrels, roe deers, foxes, stone martens,
moles, spiders, hares, deers, owls, crows and,
at altitude, even mouflons, chamoix, steenboks.
The animals populating the mountains of Val di
Fassa are many and of several species. Moving
around the wood with caution, in silence and
leeward (for some of them), you can see many
of them. To know and learn their habits and all
their funniest secrets you can take part,
tomorrow from 9.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. at
Buffaure over Pozza, to take part to “Facciamo
finta che: gli animali siamo noi!”, animated
excursion for children and families along the
new illustrating path about the animals living on
our peaks. Booking is requested, by the tourist
offices of the valley within today at 6.30 p.m.
(lifts and eventual lunch at the refuge are at the
expense of the kind guests).

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
"Cercenà" or "cercenade" are toponyms that we find often along the valleys in the Dolomites. In Val di
Fassa we find it in Canazei, but it is also in the near Predazzo, in Val di Fiemme and in some areas of
the adjoining area of Belluno. This terms comes from the Ladin verb "cercener", that means cutting
the wood in a certain area to enlarge the grazing area. Another toponym linked to the alp is MunciònMonzon, picturesque hamlet over Pera, probably deriving from "monteson", that means the migration
to summer pastures.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

25/08/2014 (8.30 a.m.)
Among the loggers. Booking at Sport
Check Point (excursion against
payment).
Moena

25/08/2014 (5.00 p.m.)
Workshop for adults, introducing the
geology of Val di Fassa. Stories about
Dolomia.
Vigo di Fassa
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